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Pic of the nocturnal TARSIER 

(not Lawrence who was rescued from being sold in Palangkaraya but a close relative) 

 

 

Rungan Sari 
The Residents’ Association:  Since many house owners live away from RS the best place 

for them all to meet this year seemed to be at Puebla! 

An RSRA eco-policy is in first stages of preparation (as you may gather from the above 

picture). In a step by step progress, RSRA wishes to create public awareness that Rungan 

Sari and the whole Subud land is meant to be a haven for wildlife, a natural ‘reserve’.  

For those who may be interested, some houses are coming up for sale now as their owners 

have moved or are moving on elsewhere. Meantime telecommunications facilities have vastly 

improved compared to the years before, maybe partly due to the gradual expansion of 

Palangkaraya -related businesses and buildings along the road out of the city towards us. 

Speaking of roads, for those who don’t know, those within the 2 inner circles have already 

been resurfaced. It is hoped this work will be extended to the R. Permai land (the hotel etc) 

at a later date. 

 

PEOPLE: Interesting newcomers in July were Jayadi Paembonan and his Australian wife 

Frederika and kids plus their friends Rifai and Tika Suteja with their kids, also a very go-

ahead couple. Jayadi is a permaculturalist and they hope to set up trial plantings on their 

newly acquired house/land in Suka Mulia plus doubtless much more.  

Then we hear that Machrus Vogel and family are expected to base themselves in RS instead 

of Jakarta before the end of the year. His past expertise in Subud projects as well as his 

current role related to the Rungan Sari 2nd phase makes him particularly welcome.  

Rungan Sari welcomed the annual visit of Elias Dumit a few days before he was elected as 

the new WSA Chair in Mexico. He has a very neat little house here in RS which was built a 

long time ago next to the Bustillos. And now that our long-standing house owner and regular 

visitor from Germany Lucia Boehm has become Elias’ WSA Executive, therefore responsible 

for organising the next World Congress in Germany, we hope that more of their visits will be 

necessary here! 

Two notable departures from RS were Maya and Halim Korzybski who left well before the 

Mexican Congress. Halim went back to Poland and his family’s newly returned ancestral 

home, which he has to recreate, together with the Polish cultural department, as a new 



centre and arts hub for the public, but only after extensive planning and restoration work- 

such an exciting and ambitious project. Maya of course had the whole of her last 8 years’ 

work to conclude as WSA Vice Chair while ensuring the success of the Mexican Congress. 

After a quick dash to tidy up back here she will also go on to Poland and a new life there. 

Meantime we say goodbye to Ridwan Lowther and his wife Tiqna who will move on to Jakarta 

and eventually back to Australia. 

 

WEATHER: As elsewhere all over the world the weather is proving how rapidly the world 

climate is changing. It has been regularly unpredictable - but fortunately so far we have 

been spared any floods or other catastrophes, though September is even more 

uncomfortably smoky than usual. 

 

THE ECOVILLAGE: Amaliya Lerrigo found herself in an unusually self-congratulatory mood 

when she talked to KSG in August. As mentioned before, the success of the EcoVillage is 

clear in its regular monthly bookings from many different groups, chiefly Indonesians and 

the occasional AusAid or WWF or KTD visitor from foreign parts. “I feel quite proud” she 

says, “as we discover that over the last 2 years she has increased bookings by a MINIMUM of 

60% - it could be much more!” Business has boomed while she has been operating as solo 

organiser. The work here is not supported by YMS, the parent of the PCB company based in 

Jakarta, except for her minimal local pay as “Director of Asset Management” for PCB. That 

means all the 4 Subud properties owned by YMS here, a total of 124 hectares. More to the 

point, she is not only now able to make the Village self sufficient but the increase in income 

is now being invested locally in getting the right staff, creating better facilities such as more 

accommodation with AC, as well as the ongoing maintenance of both the MSC and the Village 

buildings and land. We hope now that she will able to start to delegate some of the ever-

expanding jobs - she is not getting any younger! Already she is training local people to do 

some of the work entailed now, but as able people arrive she will be on the lookout for 

efficient help especially in the new tasks. By the way, she chooses people according to their 

abilities - she is not just hiring Subud members. Although that sometimes may be a bonus, 

it’s not always so! 

She agreed that now the combined facilities of the Resort and Ecovillage are becoming 

insufficient for the increasing demand, so has to prepare for future additions. Naturally we 

then asked about the Guesthouse and hopes there. It is too early to make a clear estimate of 

costs for the potential renovation but she has already stockpiled some of the ‘benas’ required 

- extremely strong wood - as well as booking 2 very competent and experienced carpenters 

to work on it. One of them helped Mursalin New construct the Ecovillage itself. The purpose 

will not be just as another cabin/ accommodation for existing customer groups, but hopefully 

will become part of a new tour based on river access and local wildlife. As a result she is 

already in consultation with villagers in Sei Gohong, especially Dayaks. Sei Gohong is 

traditionally a Dayak community where many inhabitants have the necessary skills for this 

development- or may become potential workers for its expansion as a tourist facility. 

THE SEI GOHONG GUESTOUSE: The renovation project is getting under way as noted 

above, and donations are gradually arriving – but we still need more. So if you would like to 

help …. 

 
There are several ways to send contributions. Please identify as ‘Guesthouse’: 

 

1.Bank transfer to the KSG account (which can be done online) to Natwest, Worcester Park, Surrey, UK  

Sort Code: 60 24 28   Account No. 35125500         IBAN: GB47 NWBK 6024 2835 1255 00 

2.Cheque (to KSG) and post to Andrew Clague, KSG Treasurer, 104 Constitution Hill, Norwich, NR34BB 

3.Paypal to clague@paston.co.uk   and it will be transferred to the KSG account. 

4.Payment to the PCB account – contact Amaliya at :   amaliyalerrigo@gmail.com 

 

 

KALIMANTAN TOUR DESTINATIONS – the Eco Boat 
In 2014 KTD has four boats in operation which have been designed for all types or groups of 

people. They cater for a range of travel covering the basic options, mixed gatherings of 

singles, or private accommodation for families right up to luxury class for diplomats or other 

high ranking visitors to the area. Not all of these people just come for the tourist attractions 

for, as you already know by now, Kalimantan has become a focus for various environmental 

concerns as well as its orangutans and pristine jungle sites. Meantime, as mentioned last 

issue, KTD have expanded the number of their destinations. As there is a heavy demand now 

mailto:clague@paston.co.uk
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for this first class tourist facility KTD is quite stretched by its own success. Luxury customers 

tend to be demanding and don’t always realise a ‘pioneer’ situation exists everywhere in 

Kalimantan! It’s no matter, for KTD is by now well experienced and remains diplomatic as 

always dealing with all their needs. The happy feedback from customers continues.  

Expansion has also meant that, as KTD tours start to go to different and very new sites 

beyond Kalimantan, KTD increasingly relies on other agents/ companies so that tourists can 

follow their chosen journey routes. These agency interactions take much of the company’s 

time nowadays. A pity maybe as we were hoping to tell you this issue about their new 

venture - while all the preparations are already well underway it’s not yet ready to start. The 

story from early 2014: in the heart of Palangkaraya there was a shopping mall combined 

with cinema which the owners have decided to change into another new hotel. They were 

selling off some of the adjoining land/ buildings so KTD jumped at the chance to move their 

office, as mentioned in KSG 11. But they also hope to open a restaurant in part of the 

building they occupy, since it is in such a prime location. And as the Eco Boat is already 

famous for its cuisine, they have no problem finding the right chefs or cooks!  All they need 

is a bit more time to put the plan into action.... 

 

 

YAYASAN USAHA MULIA  
 

 
 

YUM agriculture’s operations are running into their fourth year of funding and an extension 

has been applied for, in order to finish a few activities that proved difficult to complete within 

that timescale. The focus for the rest of 2014 is the consolidation of 300 home gardens 

already established, especially for the ones initiated this year and individual technical support 

is being given to participants who have greater difficulties, either due to less agricultural 

skills or extreme soil conditions such as pure sand.  Land like this takes so much work to 

make fertile enough for crops, requiring much mulching, compost and manure. Nevertheless 

the results vary from a struggle to grow anything at all to excellent - as in Habaring Hurung 

where the soil was originally all sand and peat. All seven villages in Bukit Batu now 

participate including the northernmost, Kanarakan which was initially slow to show 

interest with a group of only twelve participants. Suddenly last December a group of 

women asked to join the program and off they went to create successful homegardens. 

Participants are largely women whose aim is to feed their families and all work on their own 

land, but a few men have started up and get good results. 

The implementation in villages of small animal husbandry has also begun with a pilot in two 

villages to raise ‘kampung’ chickens (free range) for home consumption only. Although 

people generally have experience in raising free range chickens, they lack knowledge in flock 

management and capacity to find solutions for problems such as chicken health and 

predators. YUM is working with the participants  to collect data regarding feed, growth rates, 

disease, etc within a management scheme which will enable a family to have a monthly 

supply of about 4 to 6 chickens to eat and 2 to 4 for sale in order to have a small income to 

buy the necessary feed and other inputs (fence, chicken coop materials, etc).  

Another important activity that the program has started has been research and training in 

healthy cooking methods.  This aims to enable all participants- i.e. not only those in the 

homegarden project but also those who attend monthly activities at the local health 

“Posyandus” to learn about nutrition and healthy cooking methods. There they are given 

practical demonstrations together with the distribution of information booklets. 



 

 

The YUM library not only holds books but even educational toys to attract local kids- and 

they are coming in for everything offered: “During the last 6 months, we increased the 

number of our participants. In 2013 there were 163 active members and in July 2014 we 

have 301 members.” Their activities: “English classes for elementary and junior high 

students, Dayak dancing, milk distribution, health education, creativity class, etc. In June 

2014 the library held a YUM Fun day. We had competitions: drawing and colouring, reading 

poetry, singing, creativity, a make-up contest, photoshop and fun games. In all the event 

lasted over 3 days with more than 100 participants.” 

The YUM library in the only library with good books and educational toys in the Bukit Batu 

district. The library services starts at 9.00pm-05.00am everyday (Monday-Friday). 

 

   
 

 

Currently five programmes operate from YUM’s Vocational Training Centre: English, 

computers, sewing, salon and food processing. Organiser Litha says “In the future we will 

have job-seeking skills and hospitality training as well”..... “Most of the participants in 

Computer and English courses are high school students, and also we have teachers from 

PalangkaRaya and Bukit Batu.” 

YUM also offers sewing, hair salon and food processing courses which appeal to single 

women or housewives. “Some ladies who finished the sewing and salon training have already 

started their own small businesses.” And “Some graduates of the English and Computer 

classes have already got jobs” as per YUM’s original hopes. Just this August, YUM joined in 

the exhibition ‘Palangka Expo’ where productions from the sewing programme were sold. 

 

 
 



 
 

 

KGC GOLD MINING 
THE PROSPECTING COMPANY  KSK    

At Congress a BPI video showing the work of the company was viewed by many participants 

of all nationalities. Mansur Geiger himself could not attend this time because of his sudden 

setback in late June, a stroke diagnosed as a rare condition that is possibly related more to 

his neck than the brain. However he has been, and still is, recovering now back in Jakarta. 

He sometimes makes visits here as well. 

The video ‘Heart Of Gold’ is on youtube at youtu.be/OcqHh9pVg7E  

YAYASAN TAMBUHAK SINTA - YTS  

Mercury: the video produced by BPI with Sumali Agrawal- “The Manado Method” is now on 

youtube and shows the newest outcome of YTS work proving the success of using Ijuk tree 

plant fibres as a substitute for mercury. So far a few artisanal mining groups have adopted 

the method but the story is going wider than Lombok and Sumbawa, with various interested 

parties including Indonesian  officials/ departments. In joint cooperation with the Indonesian 

Department of the Environment and funded by the Danish Embassy, a feasibility study for 2 

months in the area round Jogjakarta in Java will start soon. This may well lead on to further 

work at artisanal mining sites there. Other projects are still under consideration, some 

intended to last over much longer time periods. We suspect this increase in interest will 

continue if the new technique is proved fully reliable over time.   

Meantime the 2013 United Nations Environmental Program “Final Report- Mitigating Mercury 

Emissions from Artisanal and Small Scale Gold Mining in Indonesia” contains much content 

based on YTS’s recent work. The report pointed to small scale mining’s very rapid increase in 

the past 15-20 years, partly because  “the technique is relatively easy and can generate fast 

cash to cover miners’ daily use of mercury - especially in a process known as ‘whole-ore 

amalgamation”. It noted the alarms set off by huge new “hotspots in Halmahera and East 

Java” and the consequent great environmental and health dangers to workers and their 

communities, adding that the “hybrid processing technique that uses mercury and cyanide” 

doubles such dangers. However most encouraging is what they say to the Indonesian 

authorities: “regulators should be encouraged to not view artisanal mining as a problem, but 

rather as a viable economic development opportunity.”  Because of this great and sudden 

spread of artisanal mining, simply relying on the force of law no longer makes sense - 

besides it is too easily diverted. The only important requirement is to minimise the risk to all 

and of course, if at all possible, to convert to mercury-free techniques such as ijuk use. We 

note that over the seventeen years of its existence, YTS has gained a wide variety of 

experience related to governance and livelihood support for local communities along with all 

the multiple facets of various problems involved in local development. As a result they are 

now in a stronger position to become a reliable advisory source with considerable networking 

potential, as well as having amassed concrete knowledge of mining operations and 

‘responsible mining’ methods.  

http://youtu.be/OcqHh9pVg7E


In some ways it seems the original basic aim of fulfilling Bapak’s aims for the benefit of 

Kalimantan’s local people alongside the mining operations has at least to some extent 

already come about. As is well known, any mining operation in the world can at any time 

encounter sudden troughs or downturns, which are then hopefully followed by bursts of 

activity. But nothing can be guaranteed. We hope that in time YTS can find a way forward 

that does not always depend upon the financial vagaries of the mining operations 
themselves. 

The video ‘The Manado Method’ is on http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3DGCsFRkvw0 

BORNEO PRODUCTIONS INTERNATIONAL – BPI            

Someone recently asked BPI how many videos or films they had produced so far, but they 

could not answer - there have been too many. Such success however comes at a price, the 

constant need for extra effort. Now there’s another major one- a big push forward into Bali. 

In June Immanuel went first to Ubud in Bali to check out future options over there. What he 

found seemed promising enough for the others to agree trying out operations on the island. 

After the Mexican Congress (where there was so much evidence of BPI operations in the 

exhibition films as well as the Congress video site) they have decided Bali is a good site for 

expansion and in the process to change their identity somewhat: "to make the transition 

from an established film service provider to a film content creator" as Bjorn said. 

Palangkaraya is the company’s registered address base, and Pierce will be in charge at their 

new main office there after moving out from Rungan Sari. We will keep in touch and hope to 
be able to pass on more BPI news by early 2015. There is a BPI showcase on youtube. 

BINA CITA UTAMA – THE RUNGAN SARI SCHOOL   
Teaching Personnel:- Halim Moore from USA is teaching English, Geography and History 

mainly to the upper grades till December 2014   Laurence Rose of the UK continues teaching 

here, this time with the younger kids who he feels closest to. Wuryanti Soesetyo is also 

doing a further stint for 6 months teaching arts and crafts to the older kids and flourishes 

with them. Newcomer to BCU as a teacher is Chandra MacDonald daughter of Karim and 

Rashidah, after a Cambridge University TOEFL course to qualify her to teach English along 

with swimming for the younger grade kids. Gemma Jordan from Australia continues working 

with teachers and volunteers on their Professional Development and classroom practice while 

teaching and training for English language. She will leave for her old post in Perth by the end 

of term in December. Meantime she is quite happy for us to report she quite recently became 

a member after her mass exposure to so many Subudies here. 

Volunteers: due to the Indonesian government’s clampdown on the International School in 

Jakarta earlier this year when the use of unqualified volunteers in schools was banned as of 

end 2014, the position of BCU volunteers will have to be reconsidered here. (And as far as 

we know the same applies to all NGO operations in Indonesia too). We are not able to 

explain this new government ruling, nor why JIS was targeted. However since the 

presidential election has resulted in popular newcomer Jokowi, taking over in October, who is 

well known for his anti-corruption stance in all fields of government operations, many 

Indonesians look forward to future changes. We have no idea yet just when and where they 

will have impact but along with the Indonesian voters we hope that he will overcome most of 

the difficulties or obstacles he will inevitably run into. We pray he achieves his hopes for 

betterment of the situation of the poor as well as for those with enough income to live on. 

 

 

Contacts 

 

BCU School                      www.bcuschool.com                       email:   bcuschool@gmail.com    

 

BPI                                    www.bpi-pt.com         http://www.youtube.com/user/bpichannel 

 

Daniela Bustillo                                                              email:  daniela.bustillo@gmail.com 

 

Kalteng Consultants          www.kalteng.org                       email:   viktorboehm@t-online.de 

 

KGC                                   www.kalimantan.com   

 

KTD                                   www.wowborneo.com         email:   kalimantantours@gmail.com    
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                                         palangkarayaimpressions.blogspot.com                                                                                                                    

 

Rungan Sari News            www.rungansari.net  

 

Rungan Sari Resort           www.rungansariresort.com             

                                    

YMS                                www.rungansari.com              email:  amaliya@rungansari.com                                                                                                                                                                                                                         

amaliyalerrigo@gmail.com      

 

YTS   www.tambuhaksinta.com       email: tambuhaksinta@gmail.com 

         www.kabaritah.tambuhaksinta.com  

                                  

YUM                                   www.yumindonesia.org  
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